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PUBLISHING
SCHEDULE
LAUNCH ISSUE: MAY 2022**
SPECIAL FEATURES:

TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

Parcel volumes in the USA grew by nearly 40% in
2020, reaching 20 billion, with around 640 parcels
shipped every second.* With parcel volumes forecast
to double by 2026, the demand for innovative new
technologies and solutions has never been greater
*Pitney Bowes Shipping Index

Published by the organizer of the industry’s
most influential international events (Package
Fulfillment, Logistics & Delivery Expo in
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Parcel+Post Expo in
Frankfurt, Germany), the Package Fulfillment,
Logistics & Delivery North America
Technology Showcase will be the first ever
publication focused exclusively on covering
the whole parcel and e-commerce journey,
from order placing to packaging, and from
last mile and delivery through to returns.
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A definitive guide to
everything to see in
Cincinnati, Ohio,
July 13 & 14, 2022

LAUNCH
ISSUE!

This brand-new, extensive, fully illustrated publication will provide
instant access and in-depth analysis of the major trends and
technologies shaping the rapidly evolving e-commerce driven
parcel and packaging sector.
The Package Fulfillment, Logistics & Delivery North America
Technology Showcase will provide its audience with key industry news,
interviews and technology developments. It will focus exclusively on the
future technologies, systems and services needed in the package and
parcel journey from the supply chain, order picking and packing, and
warehouse automation, all the way through to final delivery and returns.
Printed copies of the technology showcase will be distributed to 12,000
decision makers and buyers from leading North American e-retailers,
fulfillment companies, shippers, 3PLs, CPGs, grocery delivery firms,
couriers, home delivery companies and postal services. PLUS further
e-distribution will reach an international database of 25,000+ subscribers.

AREAS COVERED

• Robotics
• Warehousing
• Order picking
• Packaging

PLUS:
Interviews with
leading e-tailers;
Amazon Air Hub
special report

**Extensive
distribution during
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ADVERTISING
RATES
Full page ............................................................. US$7,500
Inside front cover............................................... US$8,660
Inside back cover................................................ US$8,250
Outside back cover............................................. US$9,000
Half page............................................................. US$4,900

ADVERTISER
GUIDELINES

Format: Adobe PDF
Advert type
Millimeters

Inches

Full page (trim size).................215mm (w) x 275mm (h).............8.4646in (w) x 10.8268in (h)
Half page (horizontal)..........183mm (w) x 115mm (h)...............7.2047in (w) x 4.5276in (h)
Half page (vertical)..................90mm (w) x 250mm (h)..............3.5433in (w) x 9.8425in (h)
Resolution: PDF files should be created at a resolution of 300dpi using CMYK color space
NOTE: When supplying a full-page advert, please add 3mm (0.1181in) of bleed on all sides of the artwork

PRODUCTS
& SERVICES
As part of our open-door editorial policy, advertisers
may be able to take advantage of technical editorial
opportunities, depending on availability. This dedicated
section within every edition of the Package Fulfillment,
Logistics & Delivery North America Technology
Showcase features product launches, updates, technical
development articles and case studies, and, in some
instances, supplier interviews.
This well-proven format
DIGITAL POTENTIAL
provides the best combination
of corporate sales message,
technical information and
reader response.
SUPPLIER INTERVIEW

Drone parcel delivery • Autonomous delivery vehicles and robots •
Intelligent logistics systems • Robotics and AI • Predictive technology
• Disruptive technology • Fulfillment innovation • Zero-emission
fleets • The Internet of Things (IoT) • Big data solutions • Cold chain
solutions • Packaging technology and solutions • Order picking and
fulfillment • Automation • Parcel sorting and handling technology
• Weighing and dimensioning • Transportation, air cargo, road
transportation • Last-mile delivery solutions • Logistics management,
optimization, route planning • Fleet management • Cross-border
e-commerce solutions • Customs solutions • Parcel insurance •
PUDO and parcel lockers • Security solutions and safety products •
Consultancy and management strategy • Post office counter solutions
• POD solutions • Banking and COD • Direct mail automation • Loading
and unloading equipment • Kiosks • Track and trace

MATT BLANKS, VICE PRESIDENT DELIVERY SECTOR OF MASTERCARD
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIPS, DISCUSSES THE ORGANIZATION’S ROLE IN
HELPING TO ACCELERATE DIGITALIZATION IN THE PARCEL AND POSTAL SECTOR
What is Mastercard’s role in
the parcel and postal sector?

You may be familiar with our logo on the
piece of plastic that sits in your wallet
and helps to pay for your groceries,
but Mastercard is actually a global
technology company that sits within
the payments industry.
Our focus is to connect and power an
inclusive, digital economy that benefits
everyone, everywhere, and our digital
innovations play a pivotal role in advancing
trusted connections between businesses,
governments and financial institutions.
For the past decade and beyond,
Mastercard has been working with parcel
and postal organizations to address the
challenges they face. With traditional
letter volume decreasing, competition
increasing and customer expectations
evolving, we have been working to help
delivery organizations diversify operations,
enhance services and drive growth. We are
forging public and private partnerships
that combine expertise to co-develop and
advance scalable commercial models for
industry-wide impact.

How does Mastercard work with
parcel and postal organizations?

As the sector looks to serve communities
and SMEs, and partner with governments,
we share many common goals. While lack
of access to scalable digital solutions and
funding can stand in the way of parcel
and postal digitalization, Mastercard
brings a track record of expertise to
accelerate impactful implementations.
You may have joined one of our digital
events with the Universal Postal Union
(UPU) or read about our activities with
Escher, but our activities across the
sector are not new. In the UK, where
94% of people live within one mile of
a post office, we have partnered with
financial institutions to power basic
banking at 30,000 post office counters,
ensuring that even the most rural
locations have access to banking services.
In Israel, as people stayed home due
to Covid-19, we worked with Israel Post
and social security organizations to
ensure that those entitled to social aid
received funded prepaid cards delivered

MASTERCARD BRINGS A
TRACK RECORD OF EXPERTISE
TO ACCELERATE IMPACTFUL
IMPLEMENTATIONS”

Matt Blanks, VP delivery sector, Mastercard Enterprise Partnerships

to their homes, supported by an
educational program.

How has the global Covid-19
pandemic affected digitalization
for the sector?
Parcel and postal services were classified
as essential services throughout the
pandemic, and it’s never been clearer
how critical they are to society.
Governments have relied on them to
reach the vulnerable and under-banked,
small businesses depended on services
to stay afloat, and communities counted
on the network to connect with loved
ones and access essential services.
There is now greater recognition
that the sector is driving impactful
innovation, and incredible activities are
already taking place. In November 2020,
Mastercard worked with Australia Post
and Deakin University to leverage digital
identity capabilities to develop new ways
of confirming student identity when
taking exams, removing the need to share
physical documents and supporting
social distancing.

As a trusted community partner that
stepped up through immense crisis, the
sector has opportunities that reach far
beyond physical deliveries, and the
potential to add convenience doesn’t
stop at payments. While the pandemic
has accelerated digitalization, the
opportunity for the sector now is to
advance innovation at scale.

What is Mastercard planning to
prioritize with parcel and postal
organizations for 2022?

The global pandemic has been a wake-up
call for all industries, organizations and
governments, and can act as an
accelerator for positive change by driving
forward initiatives focused on social
impact and sustainable commercial
growth. Mastercard believes that real
impact is only possible when there is a

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

vRbikes will
launch the new
vR3.2 in 2022

united force for good, which is why we are
KEY FACTSdriving
a partnership approach that

parcel and postal digitalization.
Up to 300kgaccelerates
of payload
By collaborating across the sector,
300kg towing
capacity
listening
to the challenges it faces and
understanding parcel and postal
Total volume
of
priorities, Mastercard has defined three
2,600 literscore areas [ for development] that we are
All-electricalready
with actively progressing. Incredible
opportunities lie ahead if we unlock the
130km range
sector’s global network and brick and
mortar potential by expanding financial
services, driving inclusive growth and
diversifying services and offerings.
By combining expertise and
technologies, we collectively scale
innovations to accelerate impactful
digitalization, and that’s a journey I’m
excited to be part of. n

Electric delivery
NEW VEHICLE CONCEPTS FROM VRBIKES
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1,000 words for a white
paper or case study
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CONTACT US

In inner-city areas, vehicles with
combustion engines are becoming
increasingly unpopular. They pollute the
air and are big, noisy and heavy. They are
also expensive to use for smaller cleaning
and transportation tasks. Fuel, repairs,
care and maintenance are all part of the
cost of ownership. These larger vehicles
also present challenges to other road
users, who find it increasingly difficult
to find a parking space, resulting in lost
time and poor operational efficiency.
Electric drive technology makes new,
innovative vehicle concepts possible.
Small to mini transporters with electric
drive have proved their worth, such as
those deployed by Swiss Post since 2015.
vRbikes, a Swiss manufacturer, is
one of the new players in this segment,
concentrating on the design and
construction of all-electric tricycles. The
vR3 model has been under development
since 2013 and has been built in small
numbers since 2015. It received EU
approval in 2019. In 2022 vRbikes will
launch a face-lifted model, the vR3.2,
with which the company participated
in the Swiss Post tender. From 2022 the
vR3.2 will therefore increasingly be seen
on Swiss roads.
Thanks to the vehicle’s sophisticated
technology, different front and rear
modules can be added and an
integrated trailer increases the
transportation capacity. Current
standard modules are available for the

CEP and municipal sectors, and in
addition customized customer options
can be created (such as cool/hot boxes
and a special waste bin system) to
further improve operational efficiency
The vR3.2 reaches a top speed of
45km/h and has a range of up to 130km.
A permanently installed charger is
rechargeable via any standard 230V
outlet. Different vehicle lengths and
widths, from S to XXL, are offered,
which is unique in this vehicle category.
The single-wheel-drive vehicle is
powered by two 2kW motors, for safe
acceleration, driving and braking,

For further information, please contact: Helena Hunt • Email: helena.hunt@ukimediaevents.com
Package Fulfillment, Logistics & Delivery North America Technology Showcase,
Abinger House, Church Street, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1DF, UK. Tel: +44 1306 743744

www.pfldexpo.com

ABOVE: vRbikes’
vR3 complements
existing green
fleets
BELOW: The vR3.2
is used by various
postal providers

especially on wet roads, and three disc
brakes ensure the shortest braking
distances in emergencies. It has a
ground clearance of 18cm, and up to
400Nm torque ensures a climbing
capability for gradients up to 25%. A
Safe Stop System automatic parking
brake works on both rear wheels, so the
driver can leave the vehicle without
having to manually apply a brake, no
matter how steep a hill it is on, further
improving operational efficiency.
The goals are clearly defined: a
multifunctional, individually
customizable vehicle for urban areas;
maximum driving safety thanks to the
three wheels and various technical
safety features; minimum total cost of
ownership; and maximum efficiency.
The vR3.2 is a future-oriented,
zero-emission, last-mile delivery
concept for smart cities. vRbikes, as
an innovative and above all customer
need-oriented vehicle developer, is here
to boost your business. n

vRbikes
102

To learn more about this advertiser, visit
www.ukimediaevents.com/info/po
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